Timeline: Yaniv’s Ailments - Real and Concocted
KF = The Kiwi Farms

MM = MeowMix

CoR = Certificate of Readiness (telemed summaries)

Almost all of this information comes from Yaniv (now styling himself as Jessica Simpson), directly or indirectly,
and so is subject to his dishonesty, delusion, and ignorance, all of which are considerable. It is also subject to
misinterpretation and ignorance on our part. We continue to improve the quality of the information whenever
possible.
CoR entries go to a PDF of the certificate of readiness Yaniv filed in a lawsuit he brought that provided summaries
from online consultations he had with Telus Babylon doctors from March through September 2019. “Chunk”
entries go to chat logs of the extended discussions Yaniv had with a catfish, “Sara,” in 2020.

1987
●

6/12 - born (KF OP, FAQ, c ourt documents showing DOB)

1993
●

6/12 - turned 6, which he claims was when a specialist diagnosed him "as a girl" (notes on BCHRT
hearing testimony, 7/17/19); a different transcript says he was diagnosed with GID at that age

1997
●

tells Sara on 7/16/20 that his father had brain surgery when Jonathan was 10, meaning 1997 (MM.org,
Chunk 4, 9/11/20); he’s elsewhere said his father died of lung cancer (2013) and suffered from sleep
apnea

2000
●

6/12 - turned 13, which is the age when he says he began having periods, though in same exchange says
he's M2F (KF post, see spoiler); mother says under oath that he began having periods at 13 or 14 and
has had abdominal cramping all his life (KF post, 7/16/19); she repeats that testimony the following day
(notes, 7/17/19); at other times, he stated that when he was 13, he began having clear discharge from his
penis (see the 2008 entries below)
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2005
●

his first year at Kwantlen Polytechnic, which is when he says two boys barged into a washroom stall and
caught him changing his pad and groped his genitals; he reported it to security, but there was no
evidence and nothing was done (p. 169, MM transcript; KF thread, 11/26/19; MeowMix archive)

2006
●

6/12 - turned 21

●

had surgery on his sinuses (CoR, 3/20/19)

2008
●

●

7/25 - in chatlogs sent to Null in July 2019, Yaniv discusses his fixation on using menstrual products and
pretending to have menstrual symptoms, while admitting that he does not menstruate and has a penis.
He does not like menstrual products being described as feminine hygiene products because other people
use them. Also:
○

wants to wear menstrual pads on his “off-period days” (KF, chatlog) because of clear gooey
discharge from his penis that becomes clumpy and then crusty (KF, chatlog plus preceding
slides); it’s always clear, never bloody (KF, chatlog); spermatorrhoea discussed, a malady not
recognized currently by western medicine; began when he was 13 (circa 2000), “its just wet
dreams constantly day and night” (KF, chatlog)

○

has bloody discharge from his anus because of a stomach problem (KF, chatlog)

○

doesn’t know if he’s a virgin because “she said she felt it but idk if she’s lying or not” (KF,
chatlog); he’d tried having her mount him in a school washroom while he was sitting on a toilet,
then moved to the floor, but “it kept falling out and she kept putting it back in … her eyes got big
and then she hit her head on the wall a few times and then I stopped” (KF, chatlog)

○

takes Midol (KF, chatlog)

7/31 - chatlogs continue:
●

has girl chat buddies who “tell me when they have their periods and I tell them when I’m not well,”
tries to get chat buddy to do that, too (KF, chatlog)

●

wears menstrual pads and worries that people can tell, wants chat buddy to find a video of how to
put on pad (KF, chatlog)
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2009
●

pictures Yaniv sent of his genitals to a 16-year-old girl showed he had a penis and no vulva (archived
Post-Millennial article, 8/19/19)

2012
●

11/24 - enjoying getting Twitter accounts closed (Quillette, 8/31/20; archive of the “nuked” tweet from
2012 linked to the article)

●

had sex on the floor with a fat, ugly girl named Amanda, “felt like I was fucking a crater”; sounds like the
encounter he described in 2008, but he says this one occurred in 2012 (pp. 101-02, MM transcript, KF
thread, 11/26/19)

2013
●

1/25 - Yitzhak dies at 79 (b. 8/14/39) of lung cancer. Yaniv says a doctor failed to Dx Yitzhak’s symptoms
until the cancer had reached Stage 4. He blames some of his constant fear of having cancer himself on
this. (KF thread, 11/17/19); “RIP dad, I love you.” (KF post 59, 11/9/18) Yaniv later blamed his subsequent
weight gain and bad behavior on his grief over his dad’s death (example of that blaming behavior in which
he also says never came out to his father: Katie’s transcript).

●

9/13 - Louise Nussac calls him out for suicide baiting Cimorelli’s young fans, which he appears to have
done for more than a year (MeowMix archive)

2014
●

●

in 2014 Twitter DMs with a Texas woman (KF thread):
○

says repeatedly on different days that he wears pads because of “my problem,” not because he
menstruates, and declares “I’m not a girl”

○

6/13 - says that his skin is so sensitive to pool chlorine that he wants to wear a woman’s
one-piece bathing suit to protect himself

○

9/5 - says he is sick and has “bumps all over” (folliculitis, see the next black bullet item)

○

12/2 - says he has “a life threatening allergy to seafood, “like if I eat it, I die,” and is fearing the
worst after eating a “small small small bit of tuna in this salsa at costco” (but when he’s tested for
allergies in 2019, they find he’s not allergic to seafood, CoR, 8/28/19)

told a 17-year-old known as “M” or “Madison” in 2014 (or 2015?) that he has "folicolitis" (folliculitis,
usually caused by a bacterial or fungal infection); a doctor told him to bathe with bleach (KF post 196,
1/17/20; MM.org, Madison gallery)
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●

told Jessica Rumpel and a 17-year-old referred to as “M” in 2014 that he wears pads because he sweats
so much (KF post 221, 8/23/19; KF post 196, 1/17/20)

●

in 2014 or 2015 texts with Jessica Rumpel, Yaniv said he does not have a vagina but wanted one “so I
can have fun” (KF post, 8/23/19)

●

says his hearing is deteriorating (KF post 196, 1/17/20)

2015
●

claims an employer exposed his penis and told Yaniv to suck it; Yaniv replied that customers would see
them and the incident ended; he continued to list the man as a client into 2019 (pp. 167-68, MM
transcript; KF thread, 11/26/19; MeowMix archive), related allegations (MM article, 11/27/20)

●

says 2015 was his last sexual encounter, it was with a hooker and it was “fun” (pp. 101-02, MM transcript;
KF thread, 11/26/19); in 2019, he tells an online doctor that his last sexual activity was five years
previous, which fits with this earlier remark (CoR, 4/27/19)

●

Carlee had lunch with Yaniv, his mother, and his Aunt Ilana in 2015 and reported that Miriam used
hearing aids and Ilana communicated solely through sign language (MM.org article, 11/27/20); Yaniv’s
own hearing will deteriorate significantly over time

●

1/5 - Miriam posts that she and her sister have mitochondrial disease, which can be inherited and which if
Yaniv has it could explain his wide array of medical complaints (archived article, see comments below
main text); in 2019, he begins being tested for mito at the Complex Chronic Diseases Program where
Miriam and her sister are treated at BC Women’s Hospital (CoR, 9/2, 9/4, 9/5, 9/11, 9//23/19)

●

3/18 - messages Riley that he “hurt my back really bad” (MM.org, Riley’s gallery)

●

4/? - said that Sears needed "to go back to the anatomy books so they can see that I am NOT a woman"
(KF post)

●

5/31 - tells Carlee he has white dots (millia) under his eyes and his boss chides him for looking tired
because of it, saying he looks like a raccoon (MM article, 11/27/20); he will tell Sara about it in 2020, too,
transcript p 20

●

6/4 - tells Carlee folicolitis [sic] gives him such bad rashes he cannot walk or drive at times and that cysts
form on his inner thighs that require him to have steroid injections; doctor tells him to bathe frequently with
bleach but he does it far less frequently because he doesn’t like it (MM article, 11/27/20)

2016
●

2/4 - he and Miriam give a hearing aid center positive reviews; Miriam's been a customer for 7 years;
Yaniv says that he has known the tech for years (KF post, 12/31/18); in 2019 he will tell an online doctor
that he’s had a 50% hearing loss and wears hearing aids in both ears (CoR, 7/12 and 9/11/19)

●

5/22 - says he had a serious medical incident as a result of the smoke from burning herbs at a purification
ceremony backstage at a theater where he was preparing to give a tech talk, went home and did not
request or receive medical care; eventually gets a $500 settlement (KF post 246, 11/23/18; MeowMix
archive)
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●

6/19 - blogged on trustednerd.com that he used a hearing aid on a flight to Vegas, although “I don’t have
much of a hearing impairment, yet” (archive.fo)

2017
●

claims he transitioned legally in 2017 (see the court filing in MM.org article, 8/27/20)

2018
●

3/? - contacting aestheticians to see if they will wax his balls; "I still have my male genitals though is that
ok? I haven't had surgery" - messaging a salon (OP, see the spoiler labeled "I have a dick and balls"); left
a review on one salon’s site: "Ally was great doing my Brazillian" (KF post)

●

4/14 - says "I still have 'that' down there unfortunately" in a tweet about all his HRT complaints about ball
waxing being against East Indian women (KF post)

●

4/22 - says he has a dick when pestering women on Facebook about what he can get away with in a
women's changing room at a gym he just joined (KF post)

●

5/26 - messages 13-year-old Riley about being in a change room where “girls your age” are getting naked
“and smiling at me while I change as well? … Do you think they’re comfortable with me and see me as a
girl?”; sent pic of himself wearing boxers with an erection and another of the tip of his penis (MeowMix
archive)

●

5/28 - protests the possibility that someone might "take pictures of my vagina" (KF post)

●

7/? - may be the month he “came out”: Miriam says under oath at hearing that he "came out" in July but
doesn't give a year; she was testifying in July 2019 (KF post); he tells an online doctor he’s been taking
Estradiol, Spironolactone, and Metformin since July 2018 (CoR, 4/9/19)

●

10/16 - started taking hormones on this day according to a 2019 DM that 10/16 marks “one year of being
a girl” (p. 92, MM transcript; KF thread, 11/26/19)

●

11/9 - says "I was born with both reproductive organs" (KF post)

●

11/28 - claims in sex toy reviews that he has a clitoris and vagina and also a penis (KF post 381,
11/28/18)

●

12/4 - has respiratory crisis after smelling a cleaning chemical at his mother's strata building, called 911,
received oxygen on the scene, and refused to go to the ER (KF post 1019, 12/24/18, he filed as “Jessica”;
Miriam’s related claim, MM.org documents; both claims filed on 12/14/18 and withdrawn, 2/14/19)

●

12/19 - got waxed at a hotel; “My vagina hurts” (KF post 898, 12/20/18)

●

12/24 - the GPS he was using was a Living Well Companion GO (KF post)
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2019
February 2019
●

2/14 - he and Miriam withdraw their separate $35,000 small claims court cases against her strata that
claimed they’d suffered after inhaling cleaning chemical odors on three separate occasions (BC court
records, no link)

March 2019
●

3/20 - needs an online doctor because his GP may be out of town, has sinus congestion and is coughing
up mucus, no high temperature, needs ECG to make sure everything’s ok because he hasn’t had one in
about 5 years (results were fine then); doctor says symptoms sound like flu or allergies, use OTCs, and
an ECG is not necessary, see GP when he returns (CoR, 3/20/19)

●

3/21 - tells online doctor that he’s been sick for 4 days with congestion, cough, sinus headache, had sinus
surgery in 2006; asks about gender surgery; asks for an order for blood tests that his GP already ordered,
but Yaniv lost the paperwork; told to see his GP about it and is given an Rx for antibiotics (CoR, 3/21/19)

●

3/22 - at 8 a.m., he tells online doctor that he has had an Infected sore on side for the last 12 days, posts
pic; doctor says it looks like an open infected wound with a small amount of surrounding infection; told
that since he’s already on antibiotics he should use a topical cream on the wound (CoR, 3/22/19); at 7
p.m., he tells online doctor that since his estradiol dose was increased from 2mg to 4mg per day a couple
of months ago, he’s had pain in his right breast; aunt and grandmother had breast cancer; no redness,
lump, or other symptoms; told breast pain is common with hormone treatment (CoR, 3/22/19)

●

3/25 - tells online doctor he felt overheated and sweated profusely when drinking hot chocolate; has
happened in the past; taking estradiol 2mg 2x/day and spironolactone 100mg 2x/day along with
Metformin and Biaxin; TSH in the 1-2 range (normal is 0.5-3.0); told sweating is a completely normal
response to drinking hot liquids but also could be related to the meds (CoR, 3/25/19)

●

3/28 - tells online doctor he has a bump behind his ear that is painful; popped it once in the past and it
released clear fluid; told it’s probably an infected cyst that will require surgical drainage (CoR, 3/28/19)

●

3/30 - says he’s nearly done with the antibiotics and got a flu shot two days ago, then developed mucus
and vomiting, coughing, nasal congestion, post nasal drip, sore throat, bit of a headache, unsure if he has
fever; Rx’d Avamys for the next 1-2 weeks to help with congestion (CoR, 3/30/19)

●

3/? - will later claim he began frequent suicide attempts “since March” (KF post)

April 2019
●

4/3 - tells online doctor an allergic reaction to fast food’s made him woozy, itching, pain in side of neck;
told it may not be an allergy but it wouldn’t hurt to take an antihistamine; requests more allergy tests and
is told to ask family doctor; also requests an extra epipen (CoR, 4/3/19)

●

4/9 - tells online doctor he’s dizzy and felt that way two days ago, too; thinks it’s food related, ate honey
garlic chicken from a grocery store this morning and felt all right afterward but now feels sick, has
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appointment with GP tomorrow; has been taking estradiol, spironolactone, and metformin since July 2018
(CoR, 4/9/19)
●

4/11 - tells online doctor that his ferritin level is high; is told that can be caused by diabetes, be a side
effect of certain medication, or be caused by consuming too much iron, so see family doctor (CoR,
4/11/19)

●

4/12 - at 8 a.m., he tells online doctor that he’s worried about elevated Gamma GT level of 47; says he’s a
non-drinker (common causes of elevated GGT are obesity and alcoholism); wants to be screened for
sexually transmitted diseases because although he hasn’t been sexually active in the past five years and
rarely was before that, he wouldn’t want to be a carrier; got referral for testing (CoR, 4/12/19); at 4:40
p.m., he tells online doctor that he’s been vomiting after eating for 7 to 10 days, diarrhea began
yesterday, fever, body aches; told it’s likely gastroduodenitis, a viral infection, avoid dairy for a few weeks,
eat simple, nourishing food and hydrate (CoR, 4/12/19)

●

4/13 - blood glucose was 6.6, A1C 6.5, and c holesterol 6,29/3,82/11,0/3,0, Gamma GT 47; taking
Metformin for diabetes; tells online doctor he’s “pretty active” and has switched to vegan diet (CoR,
4/13/19)

●

4/14 - complains to online doctor that he’s tired even though he gets 8 hours of sleep; wants a sleep study
at Snore MD in Langley because Yitzhak had sleep apnea (CoR, 4/14/19)

●

4/16 - online doctor notes that Yaniv’s testosterone dropped from 1.8 to 1.1 on an April test; Yaniv reports
dizziness, doctor notes that eating something resolves it and “You have never actually passed out”; Yaniv
wants A1C tested monthly, doctor says no, it’s done every 3 months (CoR, 4/16/19)

●

4/17 - itching all night all over; online doctor says pruritus can be caused by estradiol and reducing dose
may help (CoR, 4/17/19)

●

4/19

●

●

○

nostril painful after wearing a sleep apnea monitor with nasal prongs; online doctor tells him to
swab on some vaseline or antibiotic ointment with a Q-tip (CoR, 4/19/19)

○

tweets that he’s “been assaulted several times in a bathroom” (MeowMix archive)

4/21
○

involuntary trip to hospital but says he never threatened to jump off that bridge

○

tweets that he’s prevented suicides by being a leader for young girls “and yes, I’ve prevented
several” (MeowMix archive)

4/23
○

posts video of himself breathing through a cannula at home (MeowTube video; KF post)

○

asks online doctor for referral to get orthotics, hasn’t worn them since he was 12, shows how
over-supinated his feet are (CoR, 4/23/19)

●

4/27 - sends online doctor a picture of a skin tag on his scrotum; wants STI tests even though he hasn’t
been sexually active for the last 5 years (CoR, 4/27/19)

●

4/28 - has biopsy for skin cancer, no cancer found (KF post); see 9/29 entry re: acanthosis nigricans

●

4/29
○

has wound separation at the biopsy site (KF post)

○

taking hormones that make him volatile (KF post)
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●

○

when admiring a Miss Canada winner speaking on epilepsy awareness says he'd asked for MRIs
for years but was told there was no need

○

says he is allergic to gluten (KF post), but tweets at other times about consuming gluten products
like TimBits, McDonald's chicken sandwich, and cake

○

says on FB that he doesn’t consider himself trans; he considers himself “full female” (KF post,
4/29/19)

4/30
○

describes what he thinks are symptoms of epilepsy to an online doctor, referencing Miss
Canada’s presentation the previous day (CoR, 4/30/19)

○

calls online doctor again to discuss test results showing mild sleep apnea; does not want to use
CPAP mask; told to lose weight and take other “conservative” measures instead (CoR, 4/30/19)

May 2019
●

5/1 - blood work shows low B12 level, says he eats red meat a few times a week (despite saying on 4/13
that he’s vegan) and also “a lot of veggies,” does not take supplements; told to start taking a complex B
vitamin (CoR, 5/1/19)

●

5/2 - asks online doctor for measles vaccine referral; no documentation of his inoculation history and
Miriam is not “in a position to recall” (CoR, 5/2/19)

●

5/3 - tells online doctor at noon that he’s having “loose stools” and wants to know if it’s because he started
taking vitamins yesterday or ate nachos from the refrigerator that were old; calls back at 5:40 complaining
that hot flashes were more frequent that day, wants to know if they’re caused by B12 or the higher
metformin dose he began taking 5/3 (CoR, 5/3/19)

●

5/7 - ate gluten, reported cramping and diarrhea to online doctor; has started taking progesterone and
asked how long it will take his breasts to develop (CoR, 5/7/19)

●

5/13 - complains to McDonald's that his sandwich was contaminated by tongs used for fried fish instead
of fried chicken, thus causing allergic reaction (KF post); testing will soon show he’s not allergic to
seafood, see 8/28 entry

●

5/14 - reports bronchitis symptoms, reflux to online doctor (CoR, 5/14/19)

●

5/16 - calls online doctor about sleep study results, clinic told him to use a CPAP machine and he doesn’t
want to (CoR, 5/16/19)

●

5/17 - tells online doctor he was Dx’d with pre-diabetes with an A1C of 6.7; told diabetes starts at 6.5 and
he’s on daily metformin and saxenda to treat it; wants and gets glucose monitor (CoR, 5/17/19)

●

5/18
○

posts video on being suicidal, says he’s tried to commit suicide many times in the last few months
(KF post 4,735, text summary post 4,736)

○

tells online doctor that he’s started taking citalopram (Celexa) and is waking at 3 and 4 a.m. with
bad anxiety and depression, thoughts of self-harm; wants to switch meds; has an appointment
with a psychologist on 6/5 (CoR, 5/18/19)
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●

●

5/20
○

tells online doctor he’s stopped taking antidepressant and is feeling good, no insomnia or acute
anxiety; referred to dietician, “Our impression was: Obesity” (CoR, 5/20/19)

○

takes 5 times the Rx’d Saxenda dose, calls poison control center, is told to go to ER, calls
ambulance, posts two FB videos as he’s waiting to be picked up saying he’s fine, just needs
blood glucose monitored, it was an accident, handled injector pen wrong, giggly (KF post; CoR,
5/21/19; MeowTube Medical 03, Medical 04), but will later claim it was a suicide attempt

5/21
○

says he's been using a Saxenda injector and having bad side effects (KF post)

○

tells online doctor that he injected five times the Rx’d saxenda dose on 5/20, still having nausea
and reflux; told it will take a while for the effects to wear off and to stop loading up on sugar (CoR,
5/21/19)

●

5/23 - another ambulance trip to the ER; after discharge, posts selfies at Tim Horton's where he went for
TimBits (doughnut holes) wearing his pageant gown and tiara (KF post)

●

5/25

●

○

tweets “I’m still struggling significantly with almost daily suicide attempts” and "10-14 since
March" and injected himself six times with Saxenda, trying to kill himself (KF post, MeowMix
archive); see 5/20 and 5/20 entries for more

○

tweets "Yeah.. twice in the ER dept of the hospital in 4 days, one OD and failed suicide... another
suicide attempt." (KF post; MeowMix a
 rchive)

○

tweets that he made suicide threats to British Columbia Human Rights Tribunal officials Daniel
Varnals and Devyn Cousineau "multiple times" while they were considering his waxing complaints
and related request to forbid the media from identifying him (KF post, see the spoiler in it)

○

tweets that he asked questions on Facebook about teaching young girls to use tampons in a ferry
washroom because he was plagued by anxiety and suicidal urges; tried “many times” to kill
himself at that point - 2018? (MeowMix archive)

○

has a personality disorder, according to one of his tweets, but didn't specify which one (KF post);
states repeatedly that he has gender dysphoria (which DSM-5 does not categorize as a
personality disorder) and anxiety (example, archived tweet)

5/26
○

tweets “Ya suicide attempts. Every morning…. Think it’s not real? It is.” (MeowMix archive)

○

"Tell that to the cramps, pads... and the huge investment in Midol" when responding to an
assertion that he does not menstruate (KF post, tweet)

○

says he has reported the pain and discharge problems to his doctors and has a doctor's
appointment "like every 2 days" (KF post)

○

implies but refuses to clarify that the cramps and discharge are the results of GRS (KF post);
responds to a doubter with "And you know that.. how? How about I throw my diliation [sic] dildo at
your face then" (KF post)

○

has a GPS on at all times to summon help from 911 (KF post)
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●

●

5/27
○

fake boobs revealed on camera during town council meeting (KF post)

○

claims to have PMS (KF post)

○

"You do realize my breasts produce colostrum, right??" (KF post)

○

says he's taking hormones that make him volatile (KF post)

5/28
○

tells online doctor that his GP has started him on Ativan, 0.5mg daily, helps him sleep well,
seeing psychologist in two days (CoR, 5/28/19)

○

tweets that Morgan Oger wants him to be the next Amanda Todd, a girl who lived within 20
minutes of his strata and who hung herself after being threatened and extorted online (MeowMix
archive)

●

5/29 - says he has an eating disorder and vomits after eating (does not say he induces vomiting as a
bulimic does), eats once a day, wastes $100s on food he will never eat (KF post)

●

5/31 - says he's allergic to cats (KF post)

June 2019
●

6/1 - complains blood sugar may have dropped "super low" again (KF post)

●

6/2 - objects to Galaxy Pageants requiring that he have GRS before competing (KF post)

●

6/4 - says he's taking HRT and "breast growth" hormones that cause swelling and sensitivity (KF post);
lists other drugs he's taking (KF post)

●

6/5 - says he's had an NFC microchip implanted (KF post); see 6/26 entry

●

6/7 - tells online doctor he has stuffy nose and has vomited a few times, wants antibiotics; doctor says it
sounds viral and antibiotics won’t help, suggests home remedies (CoR, 6/7/19)

●

6/10
○

passed out at home, taken by ambulance to hospital, doesn't say why (KF post); 5 hours in the
ER but no Dx (KF post); tells online doctor that around 9 p.m., he passed out in his living room,
his medic alert device summoned EMTs and firefighters; he was taken to the ER, had a CT brain
scan, ECG, CXR, blood work, arachnoid cyst noted in the cerebellum, referred to neurologist who
takes care of Miriam, released at 2 a.m. (CoR, 6/11/19)

○

messages Nicole, “I may have breast cancer” (MM.rog, Nicole138)

●

6/11 - tells online doctor that he’s had a “break down” in his relationship with his GP; says he went to a
walk-in clinic for pain in his right breast, doctor could feel lump, was to have ultrasound later today (CoR,
6/11/19)

●

6/12 - says he's doing "breast cancer testing" and is afraid "something" has been found in brain and
breast (KF post, KF post 2), only to say the same day, "Clear! No cancers or tumors!" (KF post)

●

6/14
○

surprised a mammogram hurt so much, has referral for a pap smear (KF post)
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○

tweets that he’s leaving in an ambulance, but WGKitty says the ambulance was called for an
older resident of the strata (WGKitty Q&A archive, 12/20/19)

●

6/15 - “new beginnings” birthday party at Olive Garden falls flat (announcement, KF post 4,866, 5/22/19;
soliciting PayPal donations for drinks, KF post 5,914, 6/2/19; no one shows, Miriam goes door to door
recruiting guests, gets only one, KF post 13,992, 9/1/19)

●

6/16 - went to the ER but walked out without learning anything because he saw the words "brain,"
"leaking," and "stint" (stent or s hunt) somewhere and got scared (KF post)

●

6/17 - hospital report says he has a Blake’s cyst in his brain, growing and pushing on the 3rd and 4th
ventricles, referred for surgery; cyst is impairing cognitive and motor abilities, eye’s twitching, can’t walk
straight (CoR, 6/17/19)

●

6/18 - "I need to have brain surgery," not doing well, back at the hospital today (KF post)

●

6/19 - at the ER because without surgery he will keep "collapsing" (KF post); mocks psych patients he
observed in the ER (KF post)

●

6/20 - while riding scooter through McDonald's drive-through to get iced tea, he says on video that he
might "collapse again or have another seizure" (KF post 1, KF post 2 with archived video)

●

?/? - during Yaniv’s scooter days, WGKitty saw him walk up a flight of stairs and also run around the
strata building looking for a sticker WGKitty pretended on Twitter that they’d posted with information about
Yaniv (WGKitty Q&A archive, 12/20/19)

●

6/21 - MRI administered; he complains of feeling "rushed," of not doing well, and of being served food he
does not find appealing (KF post)

●

6/23
○

tweets "I have a brain tumor," says he's going to the hospital daily (Twitter archive)

○

mocks "old woman" who turned out to be a man for stinking the ER up with "old fart perfume" (KF
post)

○

says he collapsed in a hospital bathroom (KF post)

●

6/24 - tells the Langley town council he has a brain tumor (KF post)

●

6/25 - texts Nicole, “I just had a stroke. Fell unconscious in my bed. Waiting for paramedics. Pray for me”;
“Ambulance won’t take me, same issues for the last 15 days can literally write a story here still going to
try”: “I had a seizure” (MM.org, Nicole25)

●

6/26

●

○

physiotherapist’s massage table collapses beneath him; he later sues (thread about the suit;
detailed notice of claim, KF post 33; C
 oR; settled 8/28/20 for $2,500, MM.org article, 9/3/20; tells
MandaPanda about it (see 10/2/19 entry on the MM transcript, KF thread, 11/26/19)

○

goes to walk-in clinic (CoR, 6/27/19)

○

reports shooting pain down his arm, cannot walk in the hours after a town council appearance
made sitting in a wheelchair (KF post)

○

posts pic showing a glucose monitoring disc on his upper arm (KF post); disc identified (KF post)

6/27 - asks online doctor about a Gamma GT result of 68, was 49 a month ago; test ordered by walk-in
clinic the day before; told fatty liver may be the cause; says he’s using a scooter to get around because
Blake’s cyst is causing dizzy spells (CoR, 6/27/19)
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●

6/28 - tweets that he is taking progesterone and estradiol, which are causing "insane hotflashes"
(archived tweets)

●

6/30
○

says his brain tumor is expanding and he will have surgery late in 2019 or 2020 (KF post)

○

seen at Miss BC pageant breakfast "flitting from one table of pageant girls to the next with full pep
and vigour," no walker, no scooter, "no mobility restrictions whatsoever" (KF post); told it was
inappropriate for him to be at the pageant breakfast (KF post)

July 2019
●

●

●

●

●

7/1
○

says he can't feel his lower body (KF post); returns to Miss BC pageant in a wheelchair to film
contestants (KF post)

○

says he was "removed from hospital by a transphobic nurse," Fraser Health's Peace Arch
Hospital (KF post)

○

tells online doctor that yesterday he lost feeling from neck down while sitting in car, lasted about 3
minutes, then rushed into a Subway, ate and felt better, had no glucose strips so could not test, a
year’s wait to see neurosurgeon, wants referrals to specialists but told to get physical exam by
GP first (CoR, 7/2/19)

○

Null's source says Yaniv does not have any cancer, it's an issue with his filtering organs allowing
excess fluid to collect in his skull (hydrocephalus), needs a way to drain it (7/3/19 stream around
the 55-min. mark; KF post, 7/2/19 refers to it but contains slight wording error); Dx questioned by
medical historian (KF post 8)

○

first says he had two "mini strokes" during a morning tribunal hearing (KF post, FB claim), then
says they were "something else" (KF post); see 7/9 entry for more

○

Miriam disrupts tribunal hearing because she believes he is ill and has ambulance called, EMTs
speak with Yaniv and leave while Yaniv stays in the hearing until its conclusion (KF post)

○

offended when asked at a tribunal hearing whether he menstruates and will only say he was not
menstruating when he tried to book genital waxing (KF post)

○

says at tribunal hearing that he has male genitals and lied to waxing service provider about
having a period when requesting service (Twitter archive 1, Twitter archive 2, 7/7/19 report on 7/5
hearing)

○

photographed getting off and on scooter, standing and bending on a Skytrain without difficulty (KF
post)

7/2

7/4

7/5

7/6 - tweets doctor's letter for handcapped parking permit that says nothing about a brain tumor; says
Yaniv has "a chronic condition" (unnamed) that causes sudden onset of neurological symptoms for which
no solution has been found (KF post)
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●

●

7/7
○

asks online doctor for a referral to another neurologist; has numbness in both legs below waist,
has to use walker; no falls so far; Dr. A. Lee, neurologist says the arachnoid cyst is life
threatening (CoR, 7/7/19)

○

tweets that he has been unable to rise from the toilet in hospital bathrooms multiple times "at
random" and has then called 911 for help (KF post)

○

tells online doctor that neurosurgeon does not believe surgery is necessary but will see Yaniv in a
year to reassure him; legs numb, falls frequently, pain in left posterior area of head; waking every
2 hours, has not followed up on CPAP recommendation for apnea; wants referral to a complex
chronic disease program, worried about central sensitivity syndrome; told to get exam by GP first
(CoR, 7/8/19)

○

says in FB video that he has "very large tumor on the back of my brain" and has been given a
June 2020 consultation with a neurosurgeon (KF post, MeowTube Whining 03, 7/8/19)

○

says in FB video, "I just keep dropping and falling," but no Dx, could be seizures or syncope (KF
post, MeowTube Whining 03, 7/8/19)

○

says in FB video that he has scooter and walker and isn't supposed to walk (KF post, MeowTube
Whining 03, 7/8/19)

○

tweets about "my period," says no one can know whether he has a uterus or not (KF post)

○

tweets page of medical questionnaire asking gynecological questions and says, "Obviously, I
can't answer that" (archived tweet)

○

says in FB video that gynecologist found no signs of cancer "in that area" after going in for a pap
smear that he may have received anally if at all (KF post)

7/8

●

7/9 - says the two mini strokes he announced during the 7/4 BCHRT hearing were seizures and he has
epilepsy (KF post)

●

7/10

●

●

○

in a FB video, he's back in the hospital because of "episode after episode after episode"; as of 1
a.m. he had not been seen by a doctor (KF post)

○

fasting blood sugar, 9.9; and B12 low at 141; he recently stopped taking supplements; says he’s
not been vegan or vegetarian (CoR, 7/11/19)

7/11
○

tells online doctor he went to Surrey Hospital early in the morning because felt faint; blood work
normal except for an increased C-Reactive Protein level of 8, an indicator of inflammation,
coronary risk; booked for EEG; does not recall ever being told he has diabetes though previous
online consultation summaries and the Rx for metformin show that he has; referred to his
endocrinologist and for B12 injections (CoR, 7/11/19)

○

tweets, "They keep discharging me and loads of outpatient tests" (Twitter archive)

7/12
○

tweets hospital "mammo" unit sign and says, "This is more serious than they told me initially," 3
weeks after saying no tumors were found in his upper body (KF post)
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●

○

tweets that recurring lower body paralysis "wears off after a few minutes to hours; when asked
what kind of condition does that, he replies, "I have no clue it's under investigation" (Twitter
archive)

○

tells online doctor that he had his first B12 shot yesterday and feels better, needs replacement
vial because he lost his; mother and aunt have mitochondrial disease, profound fatigue,
deafness, muscle weakness, Complex 4 deficiency, he has the same symptoms; wants Miriam’s
doctor to evaluate him (CoR, 7/12/19)

○

hearing test 2 weeks ago found he had 50% hearing loss in both ears, Yaniv tells online doctor
(CoR, 7/12/19)

○

gives his weight as 255, height as 5’11” to online doctor (CoR, 7/12/19); likely to be lying about hi
weight

7/14
○

posts pictures of his feet against the doors of an ambulance on Facebook, saying "My dog is
dying and I'm an emotional wreck. Life has been horrible to me lately. I don't know how much
more I can take on top of these major unsolvable health issues"; neighbor observed no
ambulance at Yaniv's condo building that night (KF post)

○

posts video of himself walking easily along a road and saying he had been driving around
checking areas he committed to maintain - should not be driving because of his recent seizures,
but perhaps Miriam was at the wheel (KF post)

○

tweets angrily at a woman, "At least my pussy is tight and not loose after pushing out a 10 pound
baby," before hyping a brand of sex toys (KF post)

●

7/15 - online doctor recaps with Yaniv: he was in ER 2 days ago with whole-body twitching but no loss of
consciousness; blood work was normal, EEG upcoming, main abnormality was high blood sugar; pattern
consistent with type II diabetes; appointment at diabetes clinic on 8/1; taking metformin only once a day
instead of twice as Rx’d (CoR, 7/15/19)

●

7/16

●

○

mother testifies under oath; was he "born as boy, girl, or both"?, she said both; "I didn't want to
admit it but you wanted to be a girl"; got his first period at 13 or 14, has had severe abdominal
cramping throughout his life; came out in July (no year given); repeatedly used male pronouns for
Jonathan and referred to him as a man (KF post)

○

tweets that he has a uterus (KF post)

7/17
○

Null's been told Yaniv is depending on disability payments, hence the scooter, because his SEO
consulting business is essentially bankrupt (KF post)

○

at tribunal hearing (notes):
■

says his memory is shot due to concussions

■

says when he was six a specialist diagnosed him as a girl (a different transcript noted this
as diagnosed him with GID)

■

says he is intersex and says intersex means "being both male and female" and "one thing
works and one thing doesn't"
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○
●

■

refuses to answer when asked if he has a vulva, then says "I maintain I have a vulva. I
will not go further"

■

testifies that his genitals are deformed, but won't be specific (notes)

■

says GRS is scheduled but will not say when, then says GRS is not scheduled

■

mother testifies again that Yaniv is both boy and girl, is intersex, has always been female,
began menstruating at 13 or 14, that she always knew he was transgender and also that
she didn't know he was transgender until he came out to her (In 2020, Yaniv tells “Sara”
that his mother always knew: “ My mom knew for years I was gender fluid / trans from a
young age, but we kind of kept it a secret from him,” meaning his father. MM.org Chunk
3, 9/11/20)

observed walking around the tribunal offices on breaks without difficulty (tweet)

7/19
○

posts "Fuck you FHA!!" after being told by someone at Fraser Health Authority that "You're not
Jessica. You're a family member" when trying to set appointments for tests (KF post)

○

says he's in the emergency department and "I am not pretending anything. I am disabled. I don't
limp. I fucking collapse" (tweet)

○

says the police forced him to go to the ER because of swelling on his face (KF post), posts small
excerpt from a hospital form that says "ASS ASSAULTED" (KF post)

●

7/20 - "I was punched" and thus landed in the ER on 7/19 (KF post)

●

7/21

●

○

someone on Twitter claims Yaniv was punched by a 60+ woman who yelled at Miriam for laying
on the horn in a parking area (archived tweets)

○

Miriam (or Jonathan pretending to be Miriam) tells a Facebook group Jonathan is in the hospital
"right now not doing so well" (KF post)

7/22
○

says on Irish radio that he has testicles and a penis as well as intersex genitalia "which means I
was born with both parts"; when the host, Niall Boylan, says, "Well, you don't have a vagina,"
Yaniv says, "It's complicated"; Yaniv doesn't object when the host says Yaniv has ovaries (KF
post 1, KF post 2, audio)

○

with Miriam present, he asks online doctor about mitochondrial disease, has appointment at clinic
she uses in January 2020 (CoR, 7/22/19)

○

wants referral to gynecologist because of pain in right breast he says he’s had since March 2019,
feels no lumps, had ultrasound a month ago, online doctor sees no breast symptoms, says may
be effect of estrogen, refers to gynecologist (CoR, 7/22/19)

●

7/23 - tells Alex Jones that he’s biologically male and before hormone therapy his testosterone level was
14 and is now 1.2 (AJ stream, ~16:34; KF posts 74, 76, 123)

●

7/29 - tells online doctor that he’s called a hospital 30 times trying to get an EEG arranged and never
hears back (CoR, 7/29/19)
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August 2019
●

8/1
○

says during a stream that he’s “a biological male but intersex” and identifies as female; has penis
and testicles, both his penis and his clit are circumsized; says he menstruates and has asked
women in restrooms for tampons (~28:30 min mark); shows himself wearing a bra, pulls cup
down to show nip (~33:30) (KF archive)

○

says he fell hard in the shower and split elbow open; observed being taken away by ambulance
(KF posts 25, 34)

●

8/2 - tells online doctor that he fell in the bathtub on 8/1 and went to the ER at Ridge Meadows but the CT
wasn’t working and they also didn’t feel that x rays of his body were necessary; online doctor says Yaniv
has to be examined in person before any referrals for those things are given; Yaniv does get a referral to
another sleep clinic for another apnea test (CoR, 8/2/19)

●

8/3

●

●

●

○

posts pic and vid from a pool, no sign of elbow gash or mobility problems (KF posts 183, 184)

○

tweets that he was transported by ambulance for 25-minute trip from Harrison Hot Springs to
Chilliwack, given oxygen; at the hospital, no tests were done and he was quickly discharged (KF
posts 12,565, 34)

○

during debate with Blaire White, holds up a med packet labeled as Estradiol 2mg and three OTC
nutritional supplements: Alpha lipoic acid 100mg, CoQ10 100mg, and Magnesium 50mg (KF post
401, screen shot)

○

seen being taken away from his strata by ambulance, no lights or siren (KF post 34)

○

says he has ataxia, a degenerative disease of the nervous system that can cause lack of
coordination and difficulty walking, among other symptoms (KF post 333)

○

tells online doctor about the 8/3 incident at Harrison Hot Springs; now has a “little bit of a
headache” and wants referrals for a CT/head, last one was in June; has an EEG booked for next
week and an MRI booked for November; doctor tells him to wait for EEG results before having
anything further done (CoR, 8/7/19)

○

tweets “I’m not on disability” (MM.org, MedDis6, 8/7/19)

○

tells an online doctor again about his 8/1 fall in the tub, how his elbow bled, how he called 911
and was taken to Ridge Meadows where they were unable to do any imaging, how he’s awaiting
an EEG, has a scooter and walker for ataxia, can’t walk long distances; he’s told again to find a
GP (CoR, 8/8/19)

○

video of Yaniv collapsing on the floor and grabbing his phone posted by Louie25529938 (KF
thread)

8/5

8/7

8/8
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○

neighbor hears Yaniv yelling at his mother about some redecorating they were doing in his strata;
ambulance arrives and leaves without Yaniv, EMTs complain about their time having been
wasted as they leave (WGKitty Q&A archive, 12/20/19)

○

posts on KF, "im sooooooooo drunk holy shhittttttitititi" while threatening to kill WGKitty and
posting porn (MM.org, WGKittyLangleyRes43)

●

8/9 - Rebel News reporter Keean Bexte approaches Jonathan and Miriam in driveway of Jonathan’s
strata; Jonathan lets go of his walker and has to run after it as it rolls toward street; Miriam tries to hit
Bexte who gets into his car; Miriam and Jonathan stand in front of the car (Bexte’s video, KF post 1)
Jonathan later claims “Rebel media hit me with their car” injuring his spine at the L5/S1 lumbosacral joint
and “I’m in so much pain again” (p. 47, MM transcript, 10/7/19; KF post 7; KF thread, 11/26/19), but in his
claims and responses to lawsuits re: Rebel and the physiotherapists, he never mentions the incident

●

8/11 - tweets a selfie from a public pool in Langley saying, “My period started so ya, couldn’t go into the
pool. But it was so much fun! Forgot my tampons in my other bag fml.” (KF post 420, 8/11/19)

●

8/12
○

tells online doctor that a reporter drove into him 4 days before and police are involved; left hip
was hurting before the incident but was hurting more afterward; doctor has him perform various
movements in front of the cam, notes problems in lifting the left knee and squatting fully, says
Yaniv needs an in-person examination at a clinic (CoR, 8/12/19)

○

in hospital overnight for what he describes to online doctor as a seizure, he “spaced out” for
10-15 minutes while going for a walk at 10 p.m. (CoR, 8/13/19)

●

8/13 - discusses hip/femur xray with online doctor, no fractures; discusses hospital visit; EEG tomorrow,
CT/head this Friday ordered by walk-in clinic doctor after the 8/9 car incident; requests multiple referrals
to specialists but is told no, needs in-person exam first; says he’s located a family doctor through
Trans-care BC but no appointment scheduled; says he hasn’t tried CPAP yet for apnea (CoR, 8/13/19)

●

8/14(?) - Yaniv strikes a hectoring Rebel reporter David Menzies with his cane and charges around a
parking lot without using the cane (KF thread, 8/5/19)

●

8/17 - photographed on the hoof at a Telus store, but the scooter may have been parked outside (KF
thread)

●

8/19 - texts Nicole that he’s told his producer (Ryan Gordon) that he wasn’t doing the movie deal because
he’d told the producer about being raped while in college and “couldn’t continue talking about these
things”; by rape does he mean when other boys shoved their way into a stall and groped him? (MM.org,
Nicole102)

●

8/20
○

tweets that he was sexually assaulted at some point and now suffers flashbacks during which he
chokes on vomit (KF thread)

○

has consultation with online doctor but says he’s having lunch at a restaurant and can’t talk
confidentially (CoR, 8/20/19)

●

8/23 - a girl he tried to victimize tells KF that he said he wears pads because he sweats so much (KF post
221)

●

8/26 - calls online doctor about sleep apnea; doctor notes Yaniv has done the test five or six times; Yaniv
says the tests are inconclusive because he removes or dislodges the monitor while asleep; has been
seen at Snore MD, RHS Canada, and Medpro; wants to do it again through Miriam’s respirologist - she
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and her sister have sleep apnea, too (as did Yitzhak, Yaniv said in a previous consultation) (CoR,
8/26/19)
●

8/28
○

says 4-5 neurology referrals have been rejected; has headaches, dizziness, syncope; had EEG
that showed no seizure activity; CT/head was normal; says he’s not using alcohol, drugs, or
caffeine but has an energy drink every 4 days (CoR, 8/28/19)

○

asks online doctor to renew epipen Rx because he gets anaphylaxis with seafood; had allergy
testing done 2 weeks ago via referral from his former GP and learned he was no longer allergic to
seafood, has never had full anaphylactic reaction because he avoids seafood (CoR, 8/28/19)

○

requests referral to Abbotsford sleep clinic (CoR, 8/28/19)

September 2019
●

●

9/2
○

asks online doctor for a referral to a fifth neurologist, four have declined his referrals; CT shows
arachnoid cyst, specialist at the time said this was not likely of clinical significance, seeing
neurosurgeon in about a year, MRI booked for November; concerned cyst is causing stabbing
and pins and needles pain in back and leg, difficulties with walking; walk-in clinic gave him
gabapentin, but it’s not helping, dizzy spells since June, spaces out, passed out three times, most
recently on 8/1, has been to the ER each time, admitted back in June (CoR, 9/2/19)

○

has scooter, walker, and cane but hasn’t used them for a week because he’s trying to be more
independent (CoR, 9/2/19)

○

will be screened by his mother’s doctor of mitochondrial disease in January, has eye exam later
this week (CoR, 9/2/19)

○

sues a physiotherapist and her employer because he went for treatment of a balance problem on
6/26 and the massage table partially collapsed beneath his weight, causing him pain (KF thread);
the notice of claim says he may also have had a seizure during the accident (notice); settled for
$2,500 on 8/28/20 (MM.org article, 9/3/20)

○

tells online doctor he wants a gabapentin refill (after previously saying the drug didn’t help him)
but was told he needed to finish current batch first; wants referral to a different neurologist; is
warned he needs a physical to be assessed for the Complex Chronic Disease Program Miriam
and her sister are in; told to get blood pressure readings done at drug store and report results to
Telus and to wear a t-shirt and shorts for his next video visit so the doctor can check his skin and
joints for redness (CoR, 9/4/19)

9/4

●

9/5 - online doctor wants overview of Yaniv’s symptoms, tells him again that getting into the chronic
program at BC Women’s Hospital where his mom goes will require a physical and there’s a 2-year wait.
(CoR, 9/5/19)

●

9/11
○

tells online doctor he needs a referral to a neurologist who will take him on as a patient, wants an
L-spine MRI to evaluate pain and tingling in his leg for the last 3 months, Miriam’s doctor at the
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chronic disease program will give him a spinal MRI; online doctor says the MRI/head planned for
November (his second head MRI) not needed; (CoR, 9/11/19)
○

reviewed ongoing symptoms - long list; he’s wearing hearing aids on both ears and has
acanthosis nigricans in his armpits; gets referrals for Dr. Kenelly Ho, x-rays of lower back and
hand plus MRI L-spine, and the complex disease program. (CoR, 9/11/19)

○

gives height as 6’0” (2 inches taller than on 7/12/19) and weight as 125kg (276 lbs; 21 lbs heavier
than on 7/12/19; CoR, 9/11/19), making his BMI 37.4; the obese category begins with a BMI of 30

●

9/14 - was drinking at Rogue Wetbar (despite being on pain meds, having diabetes, and telling online
doctor repeatedly that he doesn’t use alcohol) until the manager asked him to leave because women
customers objected to his presence (p. 2, MM transcript, 11/26/19)

●

9/17

●

●

○

attends a meeting with other candidates for bottom surgery at Vancouver General Hospital in
September 2019 (KF thread, 11/17/19; KF thread, 11/26/19)

○

told by online doctor that lumbar spine x-ray shows a straightening of the normal curve of the
spine but was otherwise normal and right hand is normal; Yaniv learns that his latest choice for
GP will not be seeing him (CoR, 9/17/19)

9/23
○

says he was assaulted “again” by “another” reporter and wishes he’d knocked the man to the
ground (MM transcript, pp. 14 and 16, KF thread, 11/26/19)

○

tells online doctor that both legs hurt with a tingling pain, has had numbness for the last 4 months;
low-back MRI this Friday; got Flexeril Rx from walk-in clinic; wants referral to chronic pain clinic at
RCH; will be getting genetic testing done at the complex chronic diseases program and is being
referred to the hereditary cancer program; EMG scheduled for October 23, seeking family doctor
from Murrayville practice; warned that the chronic pain program cannot accept patients still
undergoing investigation to find treatable causes of their pain (CoR, 9/23/19)

9/29 - tweets that he has acanthosis nigricans, which causes dark patches to appear in armpits, groin,
and neck, typically in the obese or diabetic, but can be a sign of a cancerous tumor in an internal organ,
such as the stomach or liver (KF post 1585); see 4/28/19 entry above re: skin biopsy, cancer scare

October 2019
●

10/1 - tells MandaPanda he’d had a hormone injection and was having “serious PMS” as a result (MM
transcript, KF thread, 11/26/19)

●

10/3 - tweets “It’s that time of the month. Cravings are crazzzzzzy omg” (KF post 1668); referring to a
teen victim who came forward, “I’m on my period and bitchy as hell so if you want me to tear her a new
asshole I totally can with my hands” (Archive)

●

10/4 - tells MandaPanda that he’s at the hospital for tests “cuz im sick” and that he has to stay overnight
(pp. 41-42, MM transcript; KF thread, 11/26/19)

●

10/6 - still complaining of period cravings three days later (KF post 1723)
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●

10/7 - tells MandaPanda “I’m in so much pain again” from an injury to his spine at the L5/S1 lumbosacral
joint that occurred “when Rebel media hit me with their car” in August (p. 47, MM transcript; KF thread,
11/26/19)

●

10/8 - tells MandaPanda “I got tons of gas” (p. 52, MM transcript; KF thread, 11/26/19)

●

10/9
○

tweets at a restaurant complaining that the flatbread he ate tasted like burned cardboard; when
someone asks about his gluten allergy, he responds, “Sometimes a girl has got to eat even when
it makes me fart” (KF post 1792)

○

tells MandaPanda that he’s on his period (p. 58, MM transcript; KF thread, 11/26/19)

●

10/10 - tweets that Miriam stays at his place to ensure he gets proper medical care when “I’m sick,
fainting and I stop breathing” (KF post 144)

●

10/11 - tells MandaPanda, “My mom slept next to me when I was sick and had neurological issues as I
kept fainting; to ensure I keep breathing” (p. 66, MM transcript; KF thread, 11/26/19)

●

10/13 - tweets about estrogen’s effect on smooth muscle tissue giving trannies cramps, which he equates
with having periods (KF post)

●

10/14 - says he’s getting his period again and has cramps (p. 78, MM transcript; KF thread, 11/26/19)

●

10/15 - says he had an estrogen injection that day and his boobs hurt (p. 82, MM transcript; KF thread,
11/26/19)

●

10/16 - says “one year of being a girl,” meaning he started taking hormones on 10/16/18 (p. 92, MM
transcript; KF thread, 11/26/19)

●

10/17 - seeks free Livia vibrating device to try to alleviate his “menstrual cramps” (KF post 1,905); see the
12/18/19 entry below for the second attempt

●

10/19 - fainted after work, claims a disc is pressing against a nerve and “My whole body is fucked” (p. 96,
MM transcript; KF thread, 11/26/19)

●

10/22 - Tribunal decision: ‘I am satisfied, based on Ms. Yaniv’s representations to the Respondents that
she has “male parts”, “used to be a boy”, and has not “gone through surgery yet”, as well as her evidence
in these hearings that she has “male parts”, that Ms. Yaniv was seeking to have hair removed from a
scrotum. Whether or not she may also have a vulva is not ultimately determinative of any issue in this
complaint and so I do not need to engage further with that question.’ JCCF, p. 10, para. 22

●

10/25 - fainted at work (KF post 2,523 and p. 121, MM transcript; KF thread, 11/26/19)

●

10/28 - “Lol i’m drunk…” (p. 140, MM transcript)

●

10/30
○

tells Katie, “I need counselling. I’ve needed it for years, but instead I’ve used people way back as
a method of coping, in totally wrong ways. I just cannot afford it and when I want to talk to my
doctor about issues, I just tense up and never go forward with it.” (KF thread, 11/17/19); see 5/18
and 5/28 entries re: having appointment with psychologist

○

goes for a surgery assessment, telling MandaPanda that he didn’t want Miriam to go with him
because “She will try to stop it” (pp. 131, 141, and 147); doctor tells him he will be able to pee
sitting down, which Yaniv says he’s done for years; misunderstands dilation instructions (p. 148,
MM transcript; KF thread, 11/26/19)
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November 2019
●

11/4 - messages Katie that his neurologist’s office called to say his Dx wasn’t correct, his condition may
be worse, and “there’s no explanation why I lost my hearing” (slide, KF thread); tells MandaPanda,
“Please talk to me I just got the worst news ever about my health” (p. 153, MM transcript; KF thread,
11/26/19)

●

11/6 - tells Katie he sent her a selfish message about expecting him to support him pre- and post-GRS
because he “started drinking” and then wrote it while hung over (MM.org, Katie/JY screen shots)

●

11/7
○

appears to be driving himself once again and parking in handicap spaces (KF post)

○

diabetes type 2 bracelet observed on his wrist during makeup videos (KF post)

●

11/8 - tweets a pic of cake with, “It’s that time. #girltime #pms #LGBTQ” (KF post 2259)

●

11/13 - “I’ve been suicidal all day I can’t do this” (MM transcript; KF thread, 11/26/19)

●

11/9 - sends MandaPanda an MRI image to prove he has a brain tumor (pp. 176-178, MM transcript; KF
thread, 11/26/19; for the image, see KF post 14,720; for opinions on what that image shows - large
ventricles and possibly arachnoid cyst and Dandy-Walker malformation - see the “By Category” monitor
under Neurological symptoms > MRI image)

●

11/23 - describes his penis as tiny (KF post 2,552)

●

11/24 - Yaniv tweets, “No, I am not on disability” (MM.org, DonaldSmith73, 11/24/19)

December 2019
●

12/2 - says he’s in the hospital; then is angry at Fraser Health for not being seen despite referral from the
ER (KF posts 2,702, 2,703)

●

12/3 - tweets about a gynecologist refusing to see him because he’s trans - not clear if he sought an
appointment because the ER gave him a referral on 12/2 (KF post 2,713, 12/3/19; MeowMix archive)

●

12/12
○

tweets that he’s had a neurological problem since birth that prevents him from holding a pen
properly, thus giving him poor penmanship (KF post 2,900)

○

seen climbing into the back of an ambulance (KF post 2,910)

●

12/13 - says again that he has acanthosis nigricans (KF post 2,953)

●

12/15 - tweets “I’ve been struggling deeply with my own Mental Health lately and I can’t hide from it
anymore. I will not be social for the next little bit and I am sorry for that. I’m sorry for letting you all down”
(KF post 15,107); it’s later shown that he’d copied the wording of someone else’s tweet

●

12/16 - ambulance at Yaniv’s strata - he talks to the paramedics from his balcony about a triggered medic
alert alarm (KF posts 15,126, 15,129)

●

12/17
○

thanks RCMP for rescuing him by climbing up the outside of his building to get to him (KF post
15140, 15,143 (pix) )
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○

tweets picture of hospital tray and ticket showing it’s in Langley Memorial Hospital’s acute care
unit; it appears to be a meal in a hallway waiting to be served (KF post 15,154)

●

12/18 - trying to get a free Livia vibrator to test on his “menstrual cramps” (KF post 3,086); previously tried
on 10/17/19

●

12/21 - handicap parking tag no longer appears in the windshield of the car (KF post 15,187)

●

12/25 - tweets that someone should stop calling RCMP Langley to say he’s suicidal; someone with the
handle OverItQQ tweets that Yaniv said he was suicidal and was overdosing on meds so she reported it
(KF posts 3,179, 61; MeowMix archive)

2020
January 2020
●

1/2 - @mamathirteen (Theresa Kelly) says on Twitter that Yaniv once tricked a co-op student staffer at a
Langley women’s shelter into putting a Poise pad in his underpants (KF post 3,340, 1/2/20; MeowMix’s
“Jenny” story, archive, 1/14/20)

●

1/5 - tweets that it’s his time of the month (archive)

●

1/8 - tweets that he’s taken more than $1,000 of doctor-prescribed hormones (KF post 15,761, 2/11/20)

●

1/13 - Amy Hamm enters a washroom at the Surrey courthouse, sees Jonathan and Miriam there, and
leaves; he will later accuse her of photographing his genitals in an act of voyeurism, try to get criminal
charges laid (fails), and file a counterclaim against her defamation suit (MeowMix archive)

●

1/20 - ambulance observed at Yaniv’s strata (KF post 15,455)

March 2020
●

3/16 - tells the court he will be out of BC for surgical consultation, Apr 6-11; did not disclose the type of
surgery; pleaded guilty to one count of possessing an illegal stun gun; judge directed that the
pre-sentencing report include a psych evaluation (archive)

●

3/17 - seeks to have filing fees waived on a small claims suit against Kari Simpson saying her conduct
has made him suicidal (MeowMix archive)

April 2020
●

4/? - texts Sara on 9/5/20 that he kissed a girl named Rachel Bennett in April 2020, they made out but
they weren’t compatible, it was a one-day thing, he has no pics of her, the met on Firework; she blocked
himi the next day (MM.org, Chunk 11, 9/20/20)

●

4/3 - a neighbor reports seeing him disposing of lots of empty liquor bottles (archive)

●

4/9 - ambulance observed at Yaniv’s strata, but it left without him (KF posts 4,447 and 4,448)

●

4/10 - tells Nicole “these hormones are making me super horny constantly” (MM.org, Nicole23)

●

4/17 - tells Emily Tressa that she helped him get through GRS (MeowMix archive)
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●

4/18 - posts demo of a Livia vibrator marketed as relieving menstrual cramps - began begging for one on
Twitter last October (KF post 16,535)

●

4/19
○

Snapchat conversation with 16-year-old Raygen surfaces in which he tells her he wants to “stick
my meat in” after removing her tampon and that he dreamed the “pussy fairy” had given him the
“coin slot pussy”; in the background is a collection of more than 40 wine and liquor bottles
(MeowMix archive)

○

says his surgeon wants him to have a “vaginal vaccination” (HPV vaccination) to prevent future
problems (MeowMix archive)

○

tells Nicole his doctor wants him to go to the ER for pain but he doesn’t want to; does go but “I
walked out. There not putting a fucking tube down my throat” (MM.org, Nicole40-42)

●

4/21 - Nicole scolds him for wanting to get a piercing and tattoo despite the pandemic and his being in the
high-risk health category (MM.org, Nicole 41) LINK

●

4/22 - in bantering on Twitter, Yaniv justifies having called an ambulance by saying he was told to do that
by his doctor after he complained of breathing issues, no indication of when that ambulance run occurred
(KF post 4,551)

●

4/26 - ambulance observed at Yaniv’s strata (KF post 4,605)

●

4/_ - sends Raygen a Snapchat video of him ranting about a woman at RCMP Langley telling him not to
use the ambulance-call button he wears around his neck, that it’s meant for “really, really very sick
people” and he’s using “too much resources”; he indignantly says he pays for the button and he will u
 se it
(MM.org, video gallery, raygun03, undated but probably around April 2020)

May 2020
●

5/2 - drunken videos proliferating (KF post 4,725)

●

5/3 - neighbor reports seeing Yaniv drunk at 9:30 a.m. (archived tweet)

●

5/7 - tells Nicole he had a panic attack after telling WorkSafe about the threats he receives in an effort to
justify getting worker’s comp (MM.org, Nicole123)

●

5/7 & 8 - tells a group of teens on Snapchat that his testosterone level pre-trans was 12+ and is now 0.8
(MM.org article, 9/2/20); in 2019, he told Alex Jones his pre-trans level was 14

●

5/20 - sends a photograph of his penis to a woman on a lesbian dating app; picture ends up on KF (KF
post 16,943)

●

5/__ - between 5/22 and 5/26 he was turned down for a PADS service dog despite claiming to need one
for mobility issues (MM.org, Nicole70)

●

5/31 - tells Sara (MM.org, Chunk 1, 9/11/20)
○

he’s drinking a Dairy Queen strawberry shortcake blizzard brought by DoorDash, a bev with 97
grams of sugar in it and zero nutrients

○

he has been sexually assaulted “a few times and it gets harder each and every time”; the last
person to assault him was “a GIRL!”; “Yep. Bathroom inside of a court house, came in, took pics
of me as I was - yeah“; “I get targeted by these anti-lgbtq activists that want pics of my …”
because they want attention; “It gives me nightmares still”
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June 2020
●

6/1
○

tells Sara he’s “on a huge amount of hormones” and frequently refers to injecting himself with
them and their effects (MM.org, Chunks 1 & 2, 9/11/20);

○

says he’s just talked to his surgeon “in the east” and no date has been set yet for his GRS; later
says he’s unsure what organs he will get via GRS but expects labia, clitoris, vagina, and cervix,
says he doesn’t “know what their plan is” for ovaries and shelves the discussion when Sara says
she doesn’t think ovaries can be transplanted (MM.org, Chunk 1, 9/11/20)

●

6/3 - tells Sara his blood doesn’t clot well - “I can’t stop bleeding” and taking synthetic hormones has
affected his penis, “I’m not huge” (MM.org, Chunk 1, 9/11/20)

●

6/4 - tells Sara he’s been waking up at 2:45 a.m. with panic attacks; also says Langley Gynaecology has
refused to see him before or after GRS; says he’s taking voice training and “My pitch is supposed to be
between 180 - 220 gz and it's at 200 - 240 hz (without it sounding super high.. yet)” (MM.org, Chunk 1,
9/11/20)

●

6/8 - tells Sara (MM.org, Chunk 2, 9/11/20):
○

he’s seeing a therapist

○

he’s upset that “the girl that sexually assaulted me isn’t going to get charged”; “so I’m going to
charge her privately via criminal prosecutions. Fuck her. I’ll do it my way. I’ll cause a shit storm!”;
“I can bypass the cops” tells Sara he’s seeing a therapist

○

he pees “A LOT,” which he attributes to the synthetic hormones he takes rather than to having
uncontrolled Type 2 diabetes

●

6/9 - tells Sara he’s got the surgery consultation “happening” but there’s no indication whether he means
re: GRS or Blake’s cyst, 6/18 appointment with neurosurgeon would seem to indicate it was the latter
(MM.org, Chunk 2, 9/11/20)

●

6/11 - on the eve of his 33rd birthday, he tells Sara the past year has been the worst of his life and says it
was filled with multiple suicide attempts (MM.org, Chunk 2, 9/11/20)

●

6/15 - tells Sara that stress in high school and college caused him to have ulcers that bled, leading him to
wear pads to catch the blood; also told her the Kwantlen bathroom sexual assault story with greater detail
than previous accounts (MM.org, Chunk 2, 9/11/20)

●

6/18 - tells Sara he just had an early morning MRI and met his neurosurgeon - no cancer, no plans for
surgery, “It’s not a big issue I don’t think” (MM.org, Chunk 2, 9/11/20)

●

6/23 - fat shames a strata neighbor (MM.org article)

●

6/24 - exposes moobs online (MM.org article)

July 2020
●

7/7 - tells Sara, “I used to be gender fluid, but I don't like that term. It's when sometimes you're male,
sometimes you're female. Like having a fluid gender. Gender fluid is kind of like non-binary. But I've
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always seen myself as female and always identified as such. Like even though I'm trans, I don't make it a
focal point of myself, so I describe myself as female.” (MM.org, Chunk 3, 9/11/20)
●

7/9 - tells Sara “my blood sugar is having issues today and I'm a bit woozy” so he gave up plans to go
check out engagement rings; then says “Yeah I have type 2 diabetes, but it's getting better,” says his A1C
is “like 6.2” (MM.org, Chunk 3, 9/11/20)

●

7/11 - tells Sara he’s deathly allergic to all “shellfish, fish and seafood” despite having had test results in
2019 that say otherwise (MM.org, Chunk 3, 9/11/20; test results, CoR, 8/28/19)

●

7/12 - tells Sara he has his sperm frozen before he began hormone therapy (MM.org, Chunk 3, 9/11/20)

●

7/14 - tells Sara he’s at the doctor because “I just need my pain meds injection” [an epidural?]; I've
actually cut back on a ton of my pain meds. I have a disc that's herniated that presses against the central
nerve root. (MM.org, Chunk 3, 9/11/20)

●

7/18 - texts Sara while he’s in Toronto regarding a voicemail he received, “One of my hearing aids died so
I'm having a bit of issues hearing you”; also texts her, “I know you would have done the same for me and
flown to be with me in Montréal while I undergo surgery,” indicating that he’s mentally replaced Katie with
Sara as his support person for his GRS surgery and recovery; also, on 7/20/20: “I'll be in Montréal for 10
days. So of course I'll want you here. I'm so excited” (MM.org, Chunk 4, 9/11/20)

●

7/19 - tells Sara during his trip east because his “stepdaughter” underwent brain surgery (MM.org, Chunk
4, 9/11/20)

●

○

“I'm going to see my surgeon in Montréal. If I'm so close why not go and get that pre-op visit
done”

○

says it’s for bottom surgery, specifically vaginoplasty; next day he says he’ll also have an
“oreoctomy,” meaning an orchiectomy

○

top surgery is too risky because of the history of cancer in his family; says BC’s health plan won’t
cover the surgery because he’s more than an AA cup

○

says he’s completed the pre-op hormone and psychological assessments

○

he fears surgery will be delayed because of his “excess weight” but no one’s mentioned that
possibility

○

streams outside Montreal GRS clinic, where he has no appointment; says it’s where ‘magic
happens’; next day he barges in, gets to ask admin staff a few questions, and then has to leave
(MM.org article, 7/19/20; tweet, archived tweet; MM.org, Chunk 4, 9/11/20)

7/20
○

tells Sara that hormone treatments have left him unable to maintain an erection and “I took
hormone blockers that stopped my Testosterone building up. So that means, I don't produce
sperm, so I can't come. I used to be about 5.5 inches, but hormones do affect ghat so it's maybe
3 now, or 4.” (MM.org, Chunk 4, 9/11/20)

○

texts Sara that “I haven't done any surgeries yet. It's just the hormone replacement that I've been
on for almost 1.7 years” (MM.org, Chunk 4, 9/11/20)

○

tells Sara on 7/20/20 that a doctor had advised him not to get breast implants because of his
family’s history of cancer; Sara raises doubts about that and later that day he said he would get a
second opinion (MM.org, Chunk 4, 9/11/20)
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○

says he wants his penis removed and “I'm extremely gender dysphoric” (MM.org, Chunk 4,
9/11/20), though he will later tell Sara he wants to “cum” in her vagina and have her say “do me
harder, Jessica”

○

Miriam texts Sara that she thinks bottom surgery carries too many risks, and that voice
feminization surgery would be the best first step because having a male voice and female body
“is what causing her the most problems!” ( MeowMix Document Library > Chat Logs > Miriam and
Sara Chats, 7/20/20)

●

7/24 - tells Sara that he wants to find a new psychologist, “The one I had wasn’t working for me” (MM.org,
Chunk 4, 9/11/20)

●

7/26
○

texts Sara on 7/26/20, “I have a lot of pain again. Just took some pain meds. Hopefully that
helps.” (MM.org, Chunk 4, 9/11/20)

○

posts video of himself and his mother at a Sooke, BC, hotel pool, Miriam wearing a black lace
bra, fondles and kisses him in a sexualized manner and he reacts with seeming pleasure
(MM.org article; actual location verified, MM.org article)

●

7/27 - texts Sara, “I forget to drink [water] then I get woozy and collapse. If it gets really bad I go into a
store and get pedalyte” [Pedialyte] (MM.org, Chunk 4, 9/11/20)

●

7/29 - says he changed his name to Jessica Simpson the previous week; coy about the middle name he
chose, saying, “My middle name stands for calm and peacefulness. Basically me in nutshell” (MM.org,
Chunk 5, 9/17/20)

●

7/30 (MM.org, Chunk 5, 9/17/20)
○

tells Sara that he had virtual sessions with the psychologist, that she wouldn’t let him talk about
what he wanted to talk about, did all the talking herself, and was verbally abusive

○

victim assistance will pay for the psychologist but not a psychiatrist, a psychologist helped with
his 2nd surgical assessment

○

previously saw a counselor but she laughed at his struggles and he never went back; Miriam
messages concerns to the catfish Sara indicating Yaniv is suicidal; he and his mom are in Victoria
because he wanted to ride the evening ferry and escape the stress he feels in Langley

○

the catfish urges him to find a new psychologist and consider facilities

○

complains that his neurosurgeon keeps rescheduling and he doesn’t know if surgery is necessary
on his “tumor” although he had a MRI and consult only 6 weeks before; then calls it a tumor /
cyst, says it’s not life threatening unless it’s growing, surgery would entail installing a shunt,
further surgery would be needed if the shunt gets clogged

○

says he wears hearing aids and gets his hearing checked nearly every 2 months

○

Miriam warns Sara on 7/30/20 that JY will be suicidal if their “LOVE story” is just a Rebel News
ploy (MM.org, Miriam/Sara transcript, 9/17/20)
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August 2020
●

?/? - at some point, Yaniv has been “certified as disabled by doctors licensed and registered in BC and
the Government of Canada,” according to a court filing Yaniv made in the Amy Hamm defamation case,
type of disability not specified (MM.org article, 8/24/20)

●

8/? - tells his strata to install a fire alarm strobe light in his unit (August correspondence list, archived
tweet,10/3/20)

●

8/2

●

○

after “everyone is saying” Sara and Emily aren’t where Sara says they are - in a Toronto hospital
- Miriam calls out Sara as a liar and a fake; Jonathan continues to believe Sara is what she says
she is ( MeowMix Document Library > Chat Logs > Miriam and Sara Chats)

○

says on Snapchat that he wants someone to kill him because he no longer wants to live (KF post,
17,709, 8/2/20)

○

Miriam taken away from his strata with an injured leg; needs to use a cane to walk for sometime
afterwards (MM.org article, 8/3/20); has deep vein thrombosis, according to Yaniv (MM.org,
Chunk 5, 9/17/20)

○

after Sara tells him she was conceived via IVF, he says he was, too, because his father had had
a vasectomy after his first marriage (MM.org, Chunk 5, 9/17/20)

8/3

●

8/5 - Miriam texts Sara that she has a lot of [JY’s] mobility equipment in storage, including a motorized
scooter and an adult walker that “Emily” might use (MM.org, Miriam/Sara transcript, 9/17/20)

●

8/6

●

●

○

seen at a women-only gym (tweet, archived tweet)

○

the night after a fire sprinkler goes off in an apartment two floors above his, Yaniv says his
“airways closed for 12 minutes” as he slept because water from above had infiltrated his carpet;
mentions being hearing impaired; he sues the couple who own the apartment where the sprinkler
mishap occurred (MM.org article, 9/2/20)

○

tweets Sara that his surgeon had just called “from neuro” to say there were “no issues” (MM.org,
Chunk 6, 9/17/20)

○

Miriam asks Sara to try to calm Jonathan down, “Please send this to Jess she is gettin* herself
into,trouble again not thinking right!making treatening remark about police not goid please calm
her down now!before she get arrested again!she is fuming! … Not now!polic3 ar3 at j building i
am goi g over bye! … We going to deal with this at the detachment face to face by the advise of
another rcmp9ofgicer from Surrey detachment that lives at J p,ace and his unit got flooded
yesterday so he is angry and will help Jess.we will talk later.take care live you both.kiss to,Emily.
… She was miss treated by police palling for public pressure everything is ok niw! … We are on
the way home have advise from police what to do next! (MeowMix Document Library > Chat Logs
> Miriam and Sara Chats, 7/20/20)

8/7

8/10 - tells Sara he had trouble breathing because of the “fire” on the night of Aug. 9/10, shows video of
bathroom ceiling and says he’s going to the insurance company; says he has $50k on his claim in
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insurance payout for relocation; he first told her about the #401 mishap as it was happening on Aug. 6
and said nothing more until Aug. 10 (MM.org, Chunk 6, 9/17/20)
●

8/11
○

goes to the doctor for a hormone shot (MM.org, Chunk 7, 9/17/20)

○

while masturbating on 8/11/20, he texts Sara that he would like her to breastfeed him (MM.org,
Chunk 7, 9/17/20)

●

8/12 - texts Sara that he’s feeling dizzy (MM.org, Chunk 7, 9/17/20)

●

8/15 - has the mole underneath his nose removed (MM.org, Chunk 8, 9/17/20)

●

8/19 - Miriam texts Sara, “J has a lot of anxiety was screaming in the middle of the night cause of
nigmares I don't know what to do about her she's so scared” (MeowMix Document Library > Chat Logs >
Miriam and Sara Chats)

●

8/22

●

●

○

texts Sara that he took a new medication and awoke well rested “which has never happened to
me” (MM.org, Chunk 8, 9/17/20)

○

texts Sara in the evening, “I'm not feeling well today I think I caught something. I'm so loopy and
drowsy like I spaced out” - she’d earlier been trying to discuss finances with him (MM.org, Chunk
9, 9/20/20)

○

tells Sara in a weepy video that the surgical site hurts like hell (MM.org, Chunk 9, 9/20/20)

8/23
○

texts Sara, “The new meds I'm on are making me feel so sick that I could fall asleep right now
until 9 am tomorrow,” but he may just be avoiding a discussion about nude pix he doesn’t want to
have; then texts that they’re sleeping pills that leave him woozy during the day (MM.org, Chunk 9,
9/20/20)

○

texts Sara that he’s gotten a new counselor; says the counselor is an amazing fit (MM.org, Chunk
9, 9/20/20)

○

Miriam texts Sara, "Jessica locked herself in the bathroom not coming out as I will not leave her
alone now!" Having learned that Sara is pressing Jonathan to reciprocate with nudes, Miriam is
also highly suspicious of Sara. "The reason I am angry with you is because there is absolutely
NO reason for you to ask for this private picture beside the desire to Pidt yhis in ... Post this on
the internet in order to help others to implicate Jess legally! To cause her more problems!"
(MeowMix Document Library > Chat Logs > Miriam and Sara Chats)

8/24
○

texts Sara that since the sexual assault he invented in which Amy Hamm somehow took pictures
of his genitals from an adjacent restroom stall she never entered, he’s unable to “even look t
myself the same way and when I see pictures of that, it hurts me”; says he called an ambulance
but no one came; directly ties the made-up sexual assault to his subsequent assault of Bexte
(MM.org, Chunk 9, 9/20/20)

○

texts Sara that when being evaluated for GRS in Montreal, he was frightened about having his
genitals viewed via video and ended the session early, causing him to fear he might have been
disqualified for surgery; he now presses them for a surgery date every couple of days and they
are getting annoyed with him (MM.org, Chunk 9, 9/20/20)
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○

texts Sara that he deliberately takes more or less medication than he’s prescribed or doesn’t take
it at all to hurt himself and has not told his mother that he does this (MM.org, Chunk 9, 9/20/20)

○

texts Sara that he’s seen the psych reports (plural) the court ordered in the stun gun case and
has no worries because he’ll just be sentenced to counseling (MM.org, Chunk 9, 9/20/20)

●

8/25 - Miriam texts Sara, “I think we need to have a sit down at some point and talk to Jess about what
she posts online. Sometimes I think she's posting stuff and not thinking how these people are going to
twist it, or maybe she is and she wants the attention on some level or thinks she's trolling but if at the end
of the day it comes back around to hurt her then it's not worth it. I know she's starting counselling and I
think that will help her loads with how social media impacts her mental health. I just think maybe we need
to be the bad guys here and say "you're not going on this app or this site anymore" y'know? X” ( MeowMix
Document Library > Chat Logs > Miriam and Sara Chats)

●

8/27

●

●

○

is hearing impaired and diabetic, according to a civil complaint he filed against the Town of
Langley regarding his arrest and brief confinement in August 2019 after displaying an illegal stun
gun on a stream with Blaire White (MM.org Langley suit article; aestheticians article)

○

neighbor notices Yaniv has had the large growth beneath his nose removed (archived tweet)

○

tells Sara on 8/28 that he had his first session with his new therapist on 8/27 and it went well; it’s
a CBT therapist (MM.org, Chunk 10, 9/20/20)

8/28
○

texts Sara, “I'm upset and extremely suicidal today”; he’s expecting a video hearing on the civil
defamation case with Amy Hamm, “I have to relieve the sexual assault in like 2 hours … in stupid
phone court … I’m not happy”; complains that the authorities “don’t see voyeurism as sexual
assault”; moments later he’s making jokes about the name of someone else on the docket;
hearing gets postponed (MM.org, Chunk 10, 9/20/20)

○

gets $2,500 out of the physiotherapist suit (MM.org article, 9/3/20); tells Sara on 8/28/20 he’s
happy with the settlement of the massage table case and tells her the amount is confidential
(MM.org, Chunk 10, 9/20/20)

8/30
○

tells Sara he’s having an extended anxiety attack and is crying, throwing up, after she confronts
him about creeping on girls (MM.org, Chunk 10, 9/20/20)

○

tells Sara, “I have severe PTSD, severe anxiety, severe depression from all this [negative online
and media information] and that's what my doctor said” (MM.org, Chunk 10, 9/20/20)

○

tells Sara when confronted with pervy behavior in 2019, “I was in such a bad neurological state I
don't even remember anything with all the seizures I had” (MM.org, Chunk 10, 9/20/20)

○

tells Sara regarding past comments about teens, “I'm female. I suffer from significant gender
dysphoria and I went through a hard phase.” (MM.org, Chunk 10, 9/20/20)

○

tells Sara as she confronts him with his past sexualization of young girls, "I've been suicidal for
days and you're not helping ... I am suicidal if you don't believe me ask my mom," then he says
“My anxiety is through the roof” (MM.org, Chunk 10, 9/20/20)
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September 2020
●

9/2 - texts Sara the speech he wrote for when he would propose to her; in it he says, “I love being ill if I
know that you will be near and take care of me.”; a little while later: “Donald's charges were dropped and
it's hard to stop myself from hurting myself” (MM.org, Chunk 10, 9/20/20)

●

9/3 texts Sara (MM.org, Chunk 10, 9/20/20):

●

●

○

in the morning, after admitting Bailey’s account on MeowMix was genuine, “I trolled them, and
yes, my trolling is stupid. It's not fake though. I need medication, I need help. I just cried to crime
assistance just now saying I am suicidal, now I will have a rove of cops come over to me. Great.”

○

on his menophilia: “It was really hard through my pre teens not going through female puberty. So
that's where really wanting to get my period and putting my mind into it really got to”

○

“I'm not a MAP. But I do need therapy.” Asked what problems the therapy would address, he
replied ”I have encountered so much trauma. I need anxiety, PTSD and depression counseling. I
can't even concentrate anymore”

○

tells Sara, “I feel I'm Going to throw up. I got my injection and I feel nauseated”; “I feel like I’m
going to faint. I called ambulance”; "I feel woozy cause of my hormone injection, doctor I talked to
told me to call 911 NOW," "I think my blood sugar is low" (MM.org, Chunk 11, 9/20/20)

○

paramedics buzzed into Yaniv’s strata; Miriam arrives with a box of iced tea; paramedics leave
without Yaniv (tweet; archived tweet)

○

tells Sara the paramedics couldn’t tell what was wrong, his doctor sent him for blood tests, doctor
said it might have been a “hormonal blip” (MM.org, Chunk 11, 9/20/20)

○

texts Sara that he lied about having had sex with a girl in a Kwantlen restroom and with a
prostitute because he didn’t want to be “known as a 21 year old virgin back then”; says he
remains a virgin (MM.org, Chunk 11, 9/20/20; MM.org document library chatlogs: sex in
washroom stroy, MandaPanda pp 43, 160-61, of the single-column transcript; “Emma” MSN
transcript, pp 3-4)

○

says he kissed a girl named Rachel Bennett in April 2020, they made out but they weren’t
compatible, it was a one-day thing, she blocked him the next day he has no pics of her, the met
on Firework; Rachel told MM.org she felt compelled to let him in though he was so different from
his shopped profile pic and let him kiss her rather than fight someone so much bigger than she
was (MM.org, Rachel, 10/21/20)

○

the girl he once posted a pic of him kissing her cheek was Megan, they had had Skype
“sleepovers,” sleeping with their laptops watching each other sleep; says he does not know her
last name (MM.org, Chunk 11, 9/20/20)

9/4

9/5

●

9/6 - shows teen viewers on Snapchat how to mix spiced rum and Gummi bears (MM.org article)

●

9/7 - tells Sara (MM.org, Chunk 11, 9/20/20):
○

his anxiety is killing him and he needs help; there’s a bag on a bench under his window that
contains metal and he believes it could be a bomb
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●

○

his therapist says he has PTSD, severe PTSD

○

asked whether he has both a penis and a vagina, he texts Sara “I can’t really explain things about
that”; when asked again, he says “Maybe I am”; eventually says he has ovaries, and has cousins
who are intersex, “It’s in my family”; he adds, “I’m going through genetic testing so I don’t know”

○

he did not have his sperm tested for viability before it was frozen and banked

○

image of the top of his head may show the presence of lice (archived tweet)

9/8 tells Sara:
○

“I pushed myself too hard yesterday cleaning. I need to remember that I can't do that my body
can't and as much as I think I can fight my disability I can't”; unclear what this disability is
(MM.org, Chunk 11, 9/20/20)

○

pays $300 a year to keep his sperm frozen, receipt from the Olive Fertility Centre (MM.org, Chunk
11, 9/20/20; archived tweet, 9/9/20)

○

claims he’s just spent long hours saving a Snapchat friend on the east coast from committing
suicide (MM.org, Chunk 11, 9/20/20); he’s previously claimed to have saved a number of young
girls from killing themselves

○

tells Sara that if she contacts MeowMix “I will do something to myself. That’s not a threat, that’s a
fact”; she contacted MeowMix and the only thing he did was slap a kiddie filter on his face and go
back to pestering teens on Snapchat (MM.org, Chunk 11, 9/20/20; MM.org article, 9/12/20)

●

9/14 - Yaniv’s car seen to have minor rear-end damage (a few days later he posts a rear-cam vid of the
collision); a couple of hours later Yaniv is seen carried out of his strata on a stretcher, conscious,
receiving oxygen; overhead at the hospital talking about severe whiplash; brought home by Miriam only 2
hours later; he walked around like nothing was wrong with him, no neck brace (MM.org article, 9/15/20;
archived tweets of witness; later tweet)

●

9/18

●

●

○

posts on SnapChat that “I’m in so much pain it’s unreal” (KF post 5,576)

○

appears to again be seeking out aestheticians who will decline to perform Brazilians on him
(MM.org article)

9/20
○

neighbor sees Yaniv running across the highway where he often jaywalks to reach his mother’s
strata (archived tweet)

○

claims the car accident was a high-speed crash and he’s in terrible pain (archived tweet, 9/20/20);
must inject a pain killer into his muscles (KF Snapchat image, 9/20/20; KF post 5,991; archived
tweet); photos of the minimal car damage (archived tweet; KF post 5,584 with pix, 9/20/20)

9/21
○

at sentencing for the illegal weapon charge, he’s seen pacing and walking quickly around the
courthouse, climbing 22 stairs twice after declining to use the elevator, wearing a heavy
backpack, turning his head with ease repeatedly, and getting into his car without difficulty
(MM.org article; YouTube of him leaving courthouse; additional videos)

○

the court notes he has developmental issues and a neurological condition; was diagnosed with
some behavioral and neuropsychological issues at the BC Children’s Hospital; has a learning
disability, but was able to graduate from school and get a diploma; claims to have engaged in
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self-harm and has physical ailments; he often attends the hospital; meets the criteria for
Borderline Personality Disorder – but has not been diagnosed, likewise for gender dysphoria and
“post-transition” (stun gun sentencing, transcript, MM.org article, 11/2/20)

October 2020
●

selfie shows what turns out to be the clear plastic grip of a HearGlow hearing aid in his ear (KF 5,675+,
10/10/20)

November 2020
●

11/3 - Snapchat surfaces in which
○

he says that BC’s health plan won’t pay for GRS during the covid shutdown period; he wants to
risk getting sick but can’t pay for GRS on his own (MM.org, 2nd vid, ~1:20)

○

he says it “feels like a bullet has gone through the fucking side of my hip,” (MM.org, article, vid 3,
~11:40, 12:20)

○

he is wearing a wrist brace (MM.org, article, vid 3, ~11:40, 12:20)

●

11/7 - said to have failed to make girls’ swim team due to weight and slowness (Twitter, archive)

●

11/8
○

threatens suicide when RCMP won’t do his bidding re: notices being posted around the
community about his conduct; says on Live.Me, “I phoned 911. I told them I’m going to kill myself.
They ended up hanging up on me. I can’t take any of this anymore”

○

RCMP arrives with EMTs; they leave without Yaniv; Yaniv brags about it on Snapchat; claims to
the RCMP and EMTs that he has a fused hip, which he seems to think is a medical problem but is
actually a surgical treatment known as arthrodesis, a procedure that is rarely performed now that
better options are available; given his pigeon-toed gait and history of orthotics, his problem is
likely to be congenital (WGKitty tweets, archive 1, archive 2; MM.org article, 11/8/20; Live.Me
summary, MM.org article, 11/9/20)

●

11/19 - “My depression is killing me tonight. The worst I’ve ever been in a long time, perhaps ever. The
bullying this group does to me daily will one day soon make me take my life,” to a girl on Snapchat
(Twitter archive)

●

11/26 - displays a large wrist brace without comment during a stream (video, MM.org article)

●

11/27 - WGKitty says a letter carrier left and envelope in WGKitty’s mailbox from GrS Montréal meant for
Yaniv saying he is scheduled for surgery in January; Yaniv complains to police, claiming WGKitty broke
into his mailbox (Twitter archive)

December 2020
●

12/1 - though KF rated a past allegation that he wears diapers “fake and gay” because the person
claiming knowledge of it refused to verify themselves, a neighbor provided a photo of him looking as
though he had a load in his pants and said there was a strong smell of feces when in the elevator with
him (Twitter archive); on 12/1/20, a caregiver noted the seams showing through his shorts in the pic were
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consistent with an adult diaper (Twitter archive), while another neighbor saw him getting out of car with a
wet crotch, possibly indicating incontinence (Twitter archive), that is, the diapers may reflect a medical
problem rather than a fetish
●

12/11, states during a live stream that he has “a fucking pussy,” MM article

●

12/14 - court releases him from required weekly report-ins to a PO and getting psychological treatment
under the PO’s direction; continues to ban him from owning weapons; says he’s applied for a permit to
wear body armor; these were two of the conditions of his sentencing on the stun gun charge; also says
he’s getting “lots” of money from the government via ICBC, WCB, and the Ministry of Justice (MM article)

●

12/17 - screen shots surface of exchanges he had with a woman late in 2020 in which he says he has
herniated discs, was seriously injured in the collapse of the massage table, is having breathing problems,
and is on tons of meds (MM article)

●

… updating will continue ...
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